Secure Mobility Solution including Real-Time Application Analytics for the Private Cloud Offered at up to 50% off Products and 50% off Initial Maintenance Purchase.

PURVIEW™ APPLICATION ANALYTICS HAS BEEN HONORED WITH NETWORK COMPUTING’S 2015 BEST NEW PRODUCT OF THE YEAR AWARD

ITs Top Priorities – Security, BI/Analytics, Mobility, Cloud

According to IDC, by 2017, 80% of the CIO's time will be focused on analytics and cyber security while Gartner states that business intelligence (BI)/Analytics is the #1 priority spend for global CIOs and that by 2018, 50%+ of users are mobile first. Additionally in a recent study by Forbes, in 2015, 93% of large enterprises will use Cloud services - 58% public/private combination.

To address these top IT priorities for high performance wireless, business analytics, and highly secure network access to the cloud, Extreme Networks is introducing the industry’s most complete Secure Mobility, with Analytics, for the Private Cloud solution.

No hidden costs, the solution includes everything required to provide secure mobility with analytics for the private cloud. Included in this bundle:

- IdentFi™ enterprise grade 802.11ac access points for high performance over-the-air mobile performance
  - 25 IdentFi 802.11ac access points (separate bundles for AP3805i or AP3825i)
  - 1 x v2110 IdentFi Virtual Appliance (VMware or Hyper-V)
  - AP licenses for 25 x APs
- Wireless intrusion prevention (WIPS) for increased wireless security
  - Radar license for 25 x APs

IdentiFi 802.11AC
25 access points
- Ultra high performance for high density
- Up to 1.75Gbps over-the-air performance
- Full functionality with 802.3af PoE

WIPS
Wireless intrusion prevention system
- Automatic identification, location, isolation of wired rogue and many over-the-air threats
- Spectrum fingerprinting that identifies and mitigates interference on servicing channels
- Advanced threat reporting, threat triangulation, and integrated alerting

VIRTUALIZED CONTROLLER
Private cloud-ready
- Supports up to 250 Access Points
- Supports up to 4096 mobile devices
- Available for VMware or Microsoft Hyper-V platforms

NetSight
BYOD AND NAC
- Flexible on-boarding with multi-level device profiling
• Multi-user, multi-method authentication, vulnerability assessment, and assisted remediation
• Supports multi-vendor environments, and 3rd party solutions including MDM

GUEST ACCESS
• Discovery and simple on-boarding of guest users
• Zero-IT guest registration, SMS credential distribution, and social login authentication
• In-depth reporting and analytics on guest user activity

NETWORK MANAGEMENT
• Single pane of glass management suite for mobility, security and analytics
• Comprehensive dashboard providing insight, visibility and control
• Available for VMware or Microsoft Hyper-V platforms

Purview

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
• Understand user engagement
• Improve user experience
• Optimize application performance

APPLICATION VISIBILITY
• Massive scalability
• Better business decisions
• Better troubleshooting

OPTIMIZATION AND COMPLIANCE
• Better network planning
• Reporting for compliance and regulation
• Complete understanding of how users access the network

Quick Facts:
• Extreme Networks’ IdentiFi ™ Wireless is a highly scalable solution that delivers a seamless and secure network to customers.
• NetSight is a vendor-agnostic single pane of glass management system that provides centralized visibility and end-to-end granular control of enterprise network resources from the datacenter to the mobile edge.
• Purview provides IT with the visibility and control of applications and websites in all parts of the network, from the wired or wireless edge.
• Extreme Networks’ Mobile IAM provides comprehensive, simple BYOD onboarding with NAC. Together, Extreme’s IdentiFi Wireless and Mobile IAM BYOD solution delivers personalized and secure user experiences.
• Extreme’s technology is backed by its award-winning customer support center, the Global Technical Assistance Center.

So What Are You Waiting For?
Don’t miss your chance to get this exclusive offer: the secure mobility package including real-time application analytics for the private cloud. Go here to learn more: http://extr.co/1AvbDi7

Contact your Extreme Networks authorized partner or sales representative and see how you can take advantage of this special today.